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BASIC PRODUCT INFORMATION

  
The Reed R12+ high speed steel (HSS) segmental dies and dropheads are fully interchangeable with 
the RIDGID 12-R dies and dropheads, 700 Power Drive, 00-R, 111-R, 12-R, 0-R, 11-R, 30A and 31A 
threader dies. The Reed R12+ dies and dropheads are priced at the RIDGID’s regular alloy dies which 
translates to a 10 to 15% price savings for the dies and drophead, respectively, versus RIDGID’s HSS 
ones.  They come in standard packs of 4 and are numbered to fit their appropriate position in the head.  
These dies have the highest quality cutting edges as they are manufactured by state-of-the-art CNC 
machines.  Reed backs these dies with over 100 years of experience in producing pipe dies, plus years 
of testing.  In determining chaser geometry, Reed R12 segmental dies and threads have undergone and 
passed numerous critical tests.  These tests included digital measurements, dies life tests, thread gauge 
tests, machine torque tests, pressure tests in fittings and field tests by contractors.  

Reed R12+ dropheads come completely assembled and ready to use with HSS dies in place, so the 
distributor and end-user doesn’t have to change the dropheads to the better dies.  Unique design 
enables better chip flow and easier cutting.  Interchangeable with RIDGID 12-R dropheads and 
useable with the Reed 701 and RIDGID 700 Power Drives.  Reed R12+ drophead threader set 
includes six complete dropheads in sizes from ½” to 2” NPT, a ratcheting head and handle.  The Reed 
R12+ ratcheting head accepts all RIDGID 12-R dropheads.  

SELLING POINTS

  

o Dies made of high speed steel and sold at alloy pricing:  10-15% less than RIDGID 
o Precision manufactured by state-of-the-art CNC machines. 
o Interchangeable with RIDGID’s in all ways. 
o Dropheads fit both Reed 701 and RIDGID 700 power drives. 
o High speed steel dies last longer with power drives versus alloy steel dies. 
o Field tested, contractor approved.  

USERS

  

o Plumbing contractors 
o Industrial process piping 
o Mechanical piping contractors 
o Gas distribution companies  

COMPETITION

  

RIDGID’s 12R series is the most popular competitor in the market.  But our price advantage, quality, 
compatibility and service should be a good incentive for switching distributors to Reed.  There is also 
a company by the name of Berkley that makes similar dies, but at lower quality.  
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